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Abstraet--A bibliograph2r on applications of logic programming in decisions and control is presented. The 
bibliography contains 330 entries, an authors index, a classification by 18 subjects, and a classification 
of descriptors. The entire bibliography is created by first downloading the entries from several Dialog files, 
then transforming the obtained material into a set of Prolog clauses, and, finally, by operating a few 
second-order Prolog predicates on the aforementioned set. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this bibliography is to show how logic programming is entering the mainstream of 
computer applications. Logic programming is developed and integrated into a wide variety of 
specific areas, providing the unique possibilities for new progress. 
Since the publication of the comprehensive classified bibliography on logic programming by 
Balbin and Lecot [I] the growth of the literature has been explosive (Table I). In particular, we 
are now able to subdivide the application papers into a set of 18 domains. Comparing the contents 
of this bibliography with the previous one, we may notice also the growth of journal publications 
instead of internal technical reports. Our bibliography contains 330 items--the large spectrum of 
journals, conference proceedings, dissertations theses, and, of course, books. 
Our bibliography contains additionally two indexes: the author index and the subject index. The 
author index is useful when looking for the papers of a particular author. The subject index is useful 
when searching for a list of papers concerned with a specific domain. We have also included the 
table of descriptors which we classified into the set of 18 subjects. These descriptors represent the 
basis for the papers classification decisions: if a paper contains a descriptor which belongs to the 
given subject then that paper is included in the subject index under the given subject heading. 
Traditionally, the subject bibliographies are created in three main stages: material search, its 
classification, and creation of various indexes. We performed the first stage by using the Dialog 
information service and downloading the bibliographical material from several databases (i.e. 
NTIS, Inspec, Compendex, Dissertation abstracts, Mathsci, and Books In Print). Since the entry 
formatting in the various files is not uniform, we used AWK [2] queries to create a file consisting 
of Prolog clauses corresponding to the bibliographical entries. Once a Prolog database has been 
constructed, the rest followed the usual logic programming practice: a subject classification of 
descriptors (Appendix B) was built and a meta-interpreter o run the required queries was created. 
The subject classification of descriptors constitutes the knowledge base of bibliographical expert 
system REX, which we describe in a companion paper elsewhere [3]. 
Table I. Growth of hterature on apphcattons of logic programming 
Publication 
~ear Arucles Books Dissertations 
1974 I 
1982 I 
1983 9 I 
1984 20 I I 
1985 23 2 4 
1986 56 5 4 
1987 75 9 7 
1988 72 7 6 
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4.2 TABLE OF DESCRIPTORS *structural analysis..*computer applications, *welding. 
electric arc--*computer applications, control engineering 
The descriptors, as they appear in DIALOG, are computing, control equipment, control system analysts. 
classified in Ig subjects, This descriptor classification corrosion, corrosion--computer simulation, heat systems, 
corresponds to the subject bibliographical knowledge machine shop practice, mechanical engineering 
base, where entry is a rule. computing, mechamcal variables measurement.. 
4.2.1 cad/cam 
architectural cad, cad. computer aided design, computer 
graphics, computer-aided esign, control system cad, 
design, design engineering, engineering workstations, 
logic cad. logic design--computer aids 
4.2.2 manufacturing and automated production 
*process control--*computer applications, assembling, 
assembly, computer aided manufacturing, flexible 
manufacturing systems, industrial control, industrial 
engineering, logistics, manufacturers, manufacturing 
computer control, manufacturing data processing. 
manufacturing systems, printed circuit manufacture, 
velocity,pumps, trength of materials, valves, welding. 
welds--defects, v, elds..mechanical properties 
4.2.7 electrical and electronics engineering 
circuit design, computer networks --protocols. 
computerised monitoring, computerised pattern 
recognition, computerised signal processing, control, 
electric variables, electrical engineering computing. 
integrated circuits, lighting, signal filtering and 
prediction, signal processing, speech recognition. 
ultrasonic transducers, vlsi. voltage control 
4.2.8 chemical engineering 
process computer con~'ol, process control, process *oil tanks--*corrosion, "oil tanks--*maintenance, *od 
control--computer applications, product introducfon, tanks--'structural design, *paper and pulp mills--*control 
product life cycle, production control, production systems. "plastics machinery--*control systems, 
management, productivity, products cadmium, chemical engineering computing, chemical 
4.23 robotics 
*robotics--*computet applications, industrial robots, 
robots, robots, industrial--applications 
4.2.4 naval, aerospace, and military computing 
operations .-solvent extraction, chemical structure, 
chemistry computing, kilns--control, nickel, papermaking 
machinery--failure, petroleum, crude--storage, plastics.. 
manufacture, polymers--injection molding 
4.2.9 civil engineering and transportation 
*coal mines and mining--*computer applications, 
*aircraft, military--'fighter, *aircraft, military--*r'a4ar "highway systems--*design, *structural design-. 
equipment.aerospace computer control, aerospace *earthquake resistance, architecture, building, building 
computing, aerospace simulation, aerospace test facilities, codes--computer interfaces, civil engineering, civil 
air traffic control, aircraft instrumentation, aircraft-- engineering --computer applications, civil engineering 
control, artificial satellites, attitude control, command and computing, construction industry, geographic information 
control systems, military computing.navigation, radar-- systems, highway engineering--computer aided 
control systems, ship equipment--winches, ships, sonar, engineering, road traffic, soils, town and country 
space telescope, space vehicle power plants, space planning, transportation, vehicles 
vehicles 
4.2.5 medical computing 
*biomedical e ngineering--*computer applications, 
*computer simulation--*medical pplications, cardiology, 
4.2.10 management and decision making 
"decision theory and analysis, *management science. 
administrative data processing, corporate modelling. 
equipment selection (computers), industrial economics-- 
diagnostic radiography, drug products-- planning, management, management science, pert, 
pharmacodynamics, glucose, hospital information planning, public administration, retail data processing, 
systems, medical administrative data processing, medical scheduling 
computing, medical diagnostic computing, patient 4.2.11 mathematics and modeling 
treatment automata theory, boolean algebra, control systems. 
numerical, control systems--mathematical models, 
4.2.6 mechanical engineering differential equafons, directed graphs, discrete time 
*control systems--*synthesis, *dredges--*control systems, systems, dynamic programming, equation analysis, fuzzy 
*machine components--*machining, *mechanical logic, fuzzy set theory, game theory, games, linear 
engineering--*design aids, *pressure vessels--*welding, programming, linear systems, logic, mathematical logic, 
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nonlinear control systems, nonnumerical algorithms, 
operations research, optimal control, optimisation. 
optimization, petri nets, searching, transfer functions 
4.2.12 data processing 
*computer programming--* spreadsheet, *database 
systems--*management, *database systems--*relational, 
code generation, data, data acquisition, data base 
management systems, data bases, data management, data 
processing--critical path analysis, data reduction, 
database, database management systems, database 
systems, database systems--industrial applications, 
database systems--management, database theory, 
distributive data processing, industry, management, 
evaluation, file organization, files, fourth generation, 
hypermedia, hypertext, information retrieval, information 
systems, local area networks, management information 
systems, management..information systems, primitive 
data items, process or architecture, query languages, 
recovery, reduction, redundancy, relational, relational 
databases, relational dbms. security of data, sequential 
files, special purpose computers, pecification languages, 
structured query language 
4.2.13 educational computing and legislation 
computer aided instruction, computer science education, 
education, educational dministrative data processing, law 
administration, legisla don, legislation, programming 
instruction, leaching 
4.2.14 business and finance 
accounts data processing, banking, business 
administration, commerce, commodity trading, cost 
benefit analysis, financial data processing, financial 
modeling, investment, marketing, marketing data 
processing, portfolio management, stock control data 
processing, stock market 
4.2.15 problem solvin s 
constraint theory, ~.zluctive reasoning, heuristic methods, 
heuristic programming, learning systems, problem 
solving, problem solving, problem-oriented languages, 
problem-solving, systems science and cybernetics-- 
learning systems, theorem proving, theorem-proving 
4.2.16 power systems 
*combustion--*control, *¢loctric power plants--*boilers, 
*eleclric power systems--*control systems, *nuclear 
fuels--*reprocessing, electric networks--reactive power, 
energy storage, fission reactor core control and 
monitoring, furnaces, industrial--combustion, uclear 
power plants, nuclear engineering computing,nuclear 
reactors--conlrol systems, power engineering computing, 
power overhead lines, power system analysis computing. 
power system computer control, power system planning, 
power utdi~tJon 
4 2 17 safety, testing, and diagnosis 
accident prevention, accidents, alarm systems, automatJc 
test equipment, automatic testing, computeneed testing. 
diagnostic assessment, failure analysis, failure analysis-- 
diagnostics, fault tolerant computing, maintenance-. 
computer applicauons, safety, safety systems, testing. 
validation 
4.2.18 simulauon 
*control systcms--*computer simulation, control systems. 
adaptive.- computer simulation, digital simulation, 
simulation, simulation languages, ystems imulation 
